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Commencement
Another scholastic year has ended and the portals of
many a University have swung wide open to allow its graduates to pass out and take their place in the game of life.

Once more the portals of our Alma Mater have swung open
and she smiles as she witnesses the departure of her loyal
sons, graduates trained for four years under her determined,

yet motherly, leadership. They have toiled unceasingly to
earn the name of graduate and as a reward for their labors
they want to take their place in the niche they have prepared for themselves.
From Alma Mater’s sacred embrace they leave, filled
with a warmth of heart and the fundamentals of her teaching. They leave her guiding hand. They leave the kind
professors who have so generously given their aid where
they deemed it necessary, and now they leave to follow one
of the numerous paths that open and lie at their feet. They

.
be
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are about to launch themselves into the practical career
that they have chosen for themselves and now they must
fight for their place in the game of life with the cruel lance
of experience as a goad.
They have been fortified with all the knowledge that
they have gained from their Alma Mater and if they are
true, loyal and honest workers, they will be true to all the
ideals they have gained in their four years of training.
Let the graduate work for those things which are meritorious so that the purpose of his education may continue.
Let him go forth and carry on the work he undertakes in
the true and loyal spirit he manifested as a student of Alma
Mater and which he should maintain as her graduate and
Alumnus.
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The Heart of a Senior
By Thomas H. Ryan
“Tam not merry, but I do beguile
The thing I am, by seeming otherwise.”
HUS it is with a Senior. He seems to be living in the realms of mefriment. His eyes
are ever beaming and his face betokens joy.
He is lively and facile in conversation, energetic
and quick in every move. So palpable is this vigor
and enthusiasm that the undergraduate contributes
its cause to the nearness of graduation and envies
him in that his time has not yet approached when
he too can leave school forever. The wise old professors, who have seen thousands of students come
and go, are wont to look upon the situation with a
more psychological analysis. They may attribute
his jubilance to the fact that the decisive moment
has come when he can go forth and attack the intellectual world with the great array of knowledge
which has accrued to him in his four years of preparation; in

other words, to the ambitious ideas

which the Senior might entertain. Such an analysis
is very true but it is not complete; it is merely contributing influence and the same can be said of the
diagnosis of the undergraduate.

Then why his merriment? Why his prolonged
conversations with fellow students and professors
and why has he a smile for all, and why does he
almost unconsciously burst into a good-natured

laugh at the most ordinary retort?

It is because

the Senior realizes that there remains but a few

hours until he will leave the secure walls of his
Alma Mater which for four years shielded him from
the disturbances of the outside world. This merriment and prolonged conversation are his own ways
of saying farewell. They are his ways of circulating his love and friendship to those whom he will
shortly leave and perhaps never see again. ‘They
are his ways of impressing his memory on the hearts

of his friends and also of impressing their memory

within his own heart.

Thus is his peculiar good-

bye; one of smiles and laughter.

However, inward-

ly his heart is breaking for it is as the goodbye of
the soldier, who, lying mortally wounded on the
battlefield, wears a smile to the end, though he
leaves behind all that is dear to him and though
inwardly his own heart is breaking. It is his “seem-

ing otherwise” that bespeaks of his braveness and
no doubt of a sadder farewell.
Yet despite the fact that inwardly the Senior is
suffering with the thought of departure, nevertheless there exists many alleviating influences, for in
all sadness is found moments of joy. And these
influences are in substance those that might be
expressed by the undergraduates and professors.
Indeed, as the undergraduate may rightfully believe, the Senior, is happy in that he can now go
out in the world and thus sever forever the bonds
of school discipline. The four years of tutorship
under professors and prefects were however necessary and their effects have been stamped, metaphorically speaking, on his soul, and he will carry them

with him throughout his entixe life.

The discip-

linary regulation to which the student was subjected
to obey made for him a better character. They gave
to his adolescence the firmness and probity necessary in order that he may rise above the evils which
he may encounter in the world. The principles instilled in him will ascertain his success in whatever
endeavor he may so aspire and the knowledge ac-

quired is secondary to them. -The truth of this can
hardly be questioned for all of those whom we term
successful, insist primarily on manly principles.
They admonish a development of character and consider the knowledge which a man may possess only

subsequently.
Nevertheless, the thrill remains in that at last he

is finished with those gruelling studies which often
wracked his brain, but which he was forced to en-
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dure in order to pass the examinations and obtain
the credits necessary for graduation. Also there
remains the sensation of now being free from all
school jurisdiction or in being able to do things under his own guidance. And again there remains the
thrill in that at last he will be in a position to obtain
that thing called money, which for four long years
he was so conscious of having lacked. Thus is the
influence affecting the Senior which the undergraduate might rightly conclude.
The other alleviating influence that may counteract the sadness of farewell and also explain his external ecstacies is that which the professors might
attribute. This is that his joy is nothing else than
eagerness or ambition. It is true that the termination of study and preparation will inculcate ambitious ideas. The thought that at last he will enter
the swing of the world does no doubt engender the
idea that he will soon excell and be honored in
whatever profession he may aspire. Perhaps he
feels that after all those years spent in the cultivation of the intellect that the road to success will be
short and unobstructed. And so it is that such
sweet dreams of honor and success may so permeate him that his eagerness for their attainment,
naturally instills within him new and unknown joys.
However, let this be said of the Senior, that despite the fact that he may leave college with perhaps a little too much confidence in his ability to
forge ahead, he should not be accused of expecting
a wonderful position and success immediately. Such
an accusation could have been upheldagainst the
college man years ago but today it is groundless.
The Senior of today realizes the great amount of
competition for the higher positions and this real-

ization naturally checks his over-confidence.

‘The

reason is ordinary, for today it seems that almost
every young man obtains or seeks some form of college education. Consequently competition is thereby enhanced and it is certainly unjust to accuse the

Senior of overlooking his neighbor’s ability and to
say that he seeks the top before he starts from the
bottom.
Withal, these happy thoughts concerning his future, the Senior is still confronted with the thought
of farewell. In a few days he will say goodbye to
all the undergraduates, professors ,and fellow Seniors. It will be heart-rending indeed, for during his
four years he has cultivated an invincible friendship
with them, a friendship that shudders at the
thought of separation. Sucha feeling is known only
to the one leaving; he it is only who feels the sadness of departure. No more for him will be those
pleasant hours of “school days” or those beautiful
hours spent with fellow students both in study and
in play, the joys of which are beyond the reach and
power of money.
Then there remains the final goodbye. The goodbye to his Alma Mater, which is perhaps the most
torturing of all.
It was his Alma Mater who

shielded him from the disturbing cares of the outside world. It was his Alma Mater who embraced
and inclosed him within her secure walls and allowed him to breathe the sweet atmosphere of both
education and happiness. She it was who gave to
him that knowledge and cultivation which no one
can ever take from him and which will remain with
him as a pleasant companion until the hour of his
death. And again it was she who gathered from all
parts of the world those fellow students, and hence
was the proximate cause of the chain that links
each to the other in mutual friendship.
So it is true that inwardly the Senior is “not
the sadness that accompanies farewell. He smiles,
yes, but those who understand his heart, know that
which he really is, for deep in his heart is written
the sadness that accompanies farewell. He smiles
yes, but those who understand his heart, know that
they are made with brave efforts and are his way of

“seeming otherwise”.
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Parting
By John J. Buyer

Dear friends, why must our parting be in spring,
That season heavy, sweet with naught but honeyed
meetings,
Mating-song of birds, and open-hearted leaves that
curl so coyly
Waiting for the radiant sun’s emotioned rays
To bring their pale green to maturity?
Why must my soul be sheathed with sadness
When its flashing-new-emergence to the light of infant knowledge
Has been seasoned by the quantity there found?
When but suddenly, from its shelter, it has come
to realize
The true worth of the friendship it has made;
The long enduring record that these blissful, peaceful moments
Have engraven on the hidden crannies of my brain?
If but another month could pass to ’suage the
wound
The feeling that the stabbing sword of loss must
make
When it shall soon descend.
Ah, no, I must resolve e’en now to make composure
Take the throne the hypocrite reserves.
Tho my inner self be storm-tossed,
Anxious from the dimly visioned glances
Of the future shown to me by your ownselves

In the unguarded moments of our closest contacts,
Tho my fearing eyes belie an outward calm demeanor
I wish you all a sweet, sincere goodbye.

1C
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“Heads Up Ball”
By John C. Bruck
66

ELL, Tl tell the world I’m glad we

aren't invited to play croquet with
the boys this afternoon. The mallet
doesn’t blister my hands any more, but my arm
gets sore from swinging the darn-thing. Besides,
I’d rather twist my digits around a bat.”
“You said a mouthful for once in your life Nat;

it will be a pleasure to get out the mitts and warm
up the old soupbone.”
The first person spoken to was none other than
the one whom we wish to introduce as Mr. Richards, but the speaker, Gerry Nathan, found that he
usually responded to the name of Dick.
“You see old man Roberts and get our gloves and
a new ball, Jack, and I'll meet you over on the field.”
And Jack proceeded to go in quest of the baseball
paraphernalia while Nat leisurely walked over to
the club house. The month of May was nearly half
gone and it was a clear afternoon, with the sun
shining warmly on the lone figure that emerged
from the clubhouse some ten minutes later. Nat
had donned his uniform and now dropped to the
ground and stretching out his frame lolled in the
warm sunshine.
It wasn’t long before a well-placed kick in the
ribs brought him to his feet. Beside him was Dick
with a catcher’s mitt which he took and put on his

inclosed by a wall about fourteen feet high and it
would take a powerful drive to senda ball over it.
A grandstand extended down to first and to third
base, and could seat some three thousand spectators.
The diamond was level and in fine shape although
it was adorned by a few occasional blades and clusters of grass.
After three o'clock the rest of the team came on
the field and the coach ordered a bit of batting practice. Nat and Dick were told that they could “can”
the battery work for the afternoon, and after taking
a few cuts at the ball retire and rest up for the game
on the morrow. They popped a few to the basemen and then took their vocal exercises in the
shower room.
There being no co-eds about the place the two got
permission from Mr. Roberts to look over some interesting records in the library. Both were interested in biographies and avidly perused several volumes. The experience of men of their own profession proved most interesting. Nat and Dick had
their noses in the books until the supper bell rang,
but at mess all the conversation drifted to the com-

ing game with the Blue Devils from Georgia.

A

was laughing up his sleeve during the rest of the
game. Slow ones are meat for him, so after this
watch my signals.”

spirit of determination showed itself in the eyes of
all and Mr. Roberts seemed pleased.
The members of the team retired early and so did
our two heroes.
;
While Nat and Dick are in the gentle arms of
Morpheus we may as well acquaint you with them.
Nat and Dick had been pals for a number of years
and in their present abode they were well nigh inseparable. Nat was the shorter of the duo, and a
handsome chap with taking ways. Dick was just
a bit longer and leaner, possessing the same attracting characteristics. They were quite the favorites
of Mr. Roberts because of this common trait, and
this kind gentleman had once said that he would be
sorry to see the day when they would have to leave,
and others might well be as regretful. They were
both working their way through despite the fact
that they had made a good bit of money during the
summer. ‘They had planned on continuing their
work in Europe but met with financial reverses that
necessitated the dismissal of their plans. Nat and
Dick, besides playing on the -team and studying,
were pursuing various courses in vocational training. Asacatcher Nat was incomparable, while Jack

“Aw, forget it”, was Dick’s comeback and they
continued with their practice rather silently.

was a good pitcher except for occasional lapses.
As a modern caption writer might express it,

big left paw.

‘They paced off a distance between

them and began tossing the ball back and forth.
“Now listen, Lame-brain”, said Nat, “when I
signal for that pet hook of yours don’t throw me
that slow ball that don’t know where it’s going.
Open your eyes and take a good look at my signal,
then say your little prayer and heave it.”
“Alright let’s have it then, fella”, said Dick, and
he threw a fast-breaking curve that met Nat’s glove
with an enthusiastic thud.

“That’s fair, keep that one going that way”,
echoed Nat, “maybe you'll be able to pitch yet.”

“Go on, you're just trying to razz me because that
first baseman got hold of my slow ball and knocked
it over the wall”, Jack replied. “I tried to cross
him up but the big Swede had a stroke of luck.”
“Yeah, if you had any brains you’d be in bed with

an attack of dandruff. Cross? He wasn’t cross, he

The field on which the two were practicing was

morning came because the night had passed.

After
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a few preliminary yawns Nat and Dick were as wide
awake as could be expected. After a hearty breakfast they reported for class. Dick drew up a new
design for a wicker chair and Nat helped him make
a model.

call.

After a few hours of work a free period was given
to the hard workers and they decided to takea stroll
through the garden. The garden was a very beautiful spot where all sorts of flowers were being cultivated by the students of Botany. It was surely a
delight in the morning sun. From the garden,
which was inclosed, a door led to the front lawn
which seemed like a huge green carpet. Few lawns
could be as pretty, in fact, we doubt whether there
could be one any prettier. From this door one could
see the winding gravel road that led to the main entrance and up to the residence of Mr. Roberts. The
door was a very heavily ornamented bit of iron art.

“All right, work hard in there now”, yelled Nat,
“this is easy”.

The Blue Devils arrived in special buses shortly
before noon and were welcomed by the men. After
partaking of a light meal they went on the field for
a little practice.
Dick was a bit anxious to get warmed up so he

was the first of the Red Dogs to get into his uniform. He knew some of the Devils so he chatted
with his friends until Nat put in his appearance.
By two o’clock the grandstand was beginning to
look alive. Mr. Roberts was sitting in his special
box and was entertaining some friends. The Devils
had brought along a little delegation and they
cheered when one of their favorites would make a
brilliant catch or get a good drive. The remainder
of the stands were soon filled and at a special signal the supporters of the Red Dogs came through a
huge door and did a sort of snake-dance to their
seats.

Both teams alternated in a bit of fielding practice and a keen rivalry was sensed by all present.
The stage was about set for a good performance.
After a short conference with the captains the umpire called the game. The Dogs were the first to
take the field. As a matter of formality, Mr. Roberts went to the mound and threw the first ball of
the game to Nat, and the game was on.
The first man up for the Devils picked on the first
ball pitched and went out on a fly to the center
fielder. The second popped up to the catcher, and
the third man struck out. Dick had passed his
usually disastrous first inning and received a reassuring pat from Nat as they came in.
A cheer went up as the lead-off man for the Reds
took his place at the plate. He died on a grounder
The next man walked but was forced at second.

The last man was also an easy out.
“Come on there, fella’, shouted Nat, “nobody gets
a hit today.

Show ’em your stuff, kid”.

Dick worked the first man up to a three and two

He got a signal for his hook and sent it nice-

ly to a corner‘of the plate. The batter met it and
sent it on a line to center. ‘‘he center fielder had
an easy catch but did a Houdini and by the time he
could recover the ball the runner was on third.

And Dick settled right down and whippeda barrage of fast ones past the next three men to face
him, whiffing them down in order.
In the Red’s half of the second they scored a brace
of runs on a couple of singles and a two-bagger by
the shortstop. When the two went up on the scoreboard a lusty cheer rose from the Red ranks.
Dick pitched masterful ball for the next three
innings and the Blue pitcher was doing likewise. A
big fellow was in the box for the visitors and he
was doing his best to make it a real pitcher’s battle.
“Come on, slap that pill out of the lot. Give the
apple a ride’, shouted a Blue fan, but Nat had Dick
working nice and smoothly and all the slapping was
confined to little pokes that were easily disposed of
by the Red infield. The Reds had annexed another
run in their half of the fifth on a walk and a couple
of errors, and with a three-run lead it was easy
work for Dick.
The game went on without a hitch until the end
of the eigth still had the Reds leading 3 to 0. With
excellent support and superb pitching Dick had held
the sluggers from the South hitless. He had issued
a pair of free tickets but in neither case did the runner get beyond first base.
The first two men in the ninth went down easily.

Then with but one out to go Dick began to waiver
and couldn’t locate the plate. He walked the third
man up, and the next one too. A single advanced
both runners and filled the bags. Nat was raging
about and yelling all sorts of encouragement to the
pitcher.
“There goes the star, up in the sky”, shouted one
Blue supporter. “He’s higher than a kite’, yelled

another.

The whole Blue section took on life and

were razzing and booing and screaming, and laughing. “Put it over the wall out there, Luke”, they
pleaded.
Nat called for a couple of hooks that completely
fooled Luke. With two strikes and no balls against
the batter he called for another hook. Something
must have clicked in Dick’s cranium for he served
up a nice slow ball right over the heart of the plate.
Bat met ball and a few seconds later the left fielder
watched the ball soar over the wall. The Blues
went wild as the four men raced across the plate.

That wallop put them in the lead by one run.
What Nat didn’t tell Jack after he finally struck
out the last man and came to the bench is nobody’s
business, but it was plenty. He was so angry that
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they had to keep him from climbing all over his
pitcher.
The Reds were up to bat for the last time. Their
fans got on the opposing pitcher and he weakened
a bit. Dick was sitting on the bench with his head
buried in his hands, a sorry sight. But when two
singles placed men on first, and third he looked up

hopefully.

Nat was next at bat.

One man had

gone down on a drive to the outfield. The runner
on first went down to second as Nat whiffed at one.
Nat then drove a long sacrifice fly to center which
brought the man on third home and put another on
third. ‘That tied the score at 4 all. The cheering
sure did burst forth then.
The Blue pitcher passed the next two men to get
at Dick who was known as a poor hitter. The Red
coach had no good reserve material so he had to let
Dick take his turn. It looked bad for the home
team as he had struck out three times already.

Some fans took heart, however, and urged him on
to try and redeem himself.
“Come on you big bum, do something or I'll do
it to you after the game”, yelled Nat, and he glared
fiercely at the shaking figure at the plate.
The bases were full and it was up to Dick to do
something. The Blue pitcher wound up and shot a
fast one that hit him in the head. “That’s using
your head’, shouted Nat. The runner was’ forced

in and the game was over. The Blues argued that
he purposely stopped the ball but to no avail. He
just forgot to duck is all and thereby won the ball
game. Score 5 to 4. The Reds did a snake-dance
to celebrate the victory while Nat chased Dick all
around the place.
Mr. Roberts complimented the team that evening
and there was much rejoicing in Joliet for it was
the first time that they had conquered their rivals
from Atlanta.

When Luck is Against You
By Clarence A. Friemering

And what if your luck has departed,
And the world appears dismal and blue,
Will you quit the career you have started?
Will you whimper and cry, “I’m through’?
Or will you defy opposition—
Will you make up your mind that you'll win,
That you'll fight to attain your ambition,
And refuse to succumb to chagrin?
So cease this morose meditation,
Keep a stiff upper lip through it all,
For the most famous men of the nation,
Are the ones who have tasted life’s gall.
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Turning Points
By James J. Grace
O! the time is nigh when we shall come to the
forks of the road; most of us helplessly at
a loss which road to choose, for in our

choosing the balance is to be weighed. A mistake
in the wrong direction may mean destruction, a
restless mind, and a troublesome soul. It is well

that our prayer be:
Lord, hear my prayer,
And let my cry come unto Thee.
Some one has written, “into each life a little rain
must fall.” While we smilingly accept congratulations on our graduation, while we secretly rejoice
in the realism of our dream at last coming true, at
the same time most of us cannot help but be sad.
We are sad, because we are leaving the portals of
the best school ever; sad, because in our leaving we
depart from men, religious men, who have zealously endeavored to mould our character and develop
in us the characteristics that mark a man of learning, a cultured man and a religious man. We realize that before long we shall fail to gaze on faces
with which we have been familiarly associated in

the four years of our collegiate career. ‘These faces
shall soon be lost, lost however, only in reality, for
we all cherish remembrances of one another. It is
inevitable, the die is cast, we are to take to the road;

the road of life that is to end unavoidably at the finish of a work, might I say, well done.
It is well for us to exercise that God-given power,
free will. Fond parents and friends are to a certain
extent to be heeded. With the dawn of graduation
from a collegiate career, a man is given credit for
possessing to some degree, intelligence, and a sense
of judgment. We must choose for ourselves. ‘To
pursue any life’s work one must have an aptitude
for the work with which he is engaged. If he has
not this aptitude he is bound to become, sooner or
later, disgruntled, dissatisfied and everyone knows,
enough of these misfits are living today without
more joining their ranks. Let us therefore choose
with discretion, with a look into the future, what

road we choose to travel.

Contrary to the opinion of those people whose

college man of today, we do worry, we do study, we
are just as serious as our fathers and grandads were.
Few of these wirters see the college man so intimately, that they are able to justly criticise so
severely. They see him most of the time at his leisure and on his vacation. One cannot blame him for
being, I might say, frivolous. He welcomes his
freedom from the bond of restriction, from the dull
routine of daily study, like the pent up canary who
takes the best advantage of his liberty. It may
seem too confident, but it is my contention that we

shall in the near future be the fathers, good fathers,
of families and as good a family that exists at the
present time.
Fellows, your parents have enacted their role.
Now is the time for all of us to take the stage, to do
our part. It is with trembling steps, and a hazy
outlook that most of us will begin to tread the devious paths of life. Let us not forget the fundamentals taught us by our reverend teachers. Let us
continue even to a greater extent to practice the

things learned here.

The trial has started.

Will

we, without the influence of the daily guidance of
our professors, continue to lead the life we have
been taught to practice. The verdict remains within ourselves. It is to be self-imposed.
Therefore it is , I say, vital that we choose the
right turning point. Our sign posts have been established well along the way. Heed them, follow
them, and you shall surely land at your destination.
We can eliminate fear and worry which follow after
groping around in the dark. We have all experienced at one time or another the feeling that overcomes us when we realize we are lost and are off
the right track.

Finally it is well to remember that we have a
debt that we owe our Alma Mater. It is not a
monetary debt, it is more a debt of honor, a debt
of gratitude, one of loyalty. A loyal friend is a
friend indeed. We all want to be classified as “indeed friends’. Bear in mind our schools’ motto:
“Pro Deo et Patria”. This phrase implies a moun-

tain of feeling, the feeling we should all have.

Let

chief work seems to be “razzing”, roasting, and

us add to this motto and make all our actions in

writing severe editorials about the present “nitwit”

life be:

“For God, Country, and My School.”
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Call It What You Want [t Will Always be Fate
By Michael Burger

[ had been a beautiful day, and the night that
followed was still more beautiful. ‘Che moon
with its silvery light seemed to glow with satisfaction in being able to cast so much loveliness on
its sister planet, the habitation of man. And ina
beautifully picturesque spot on Long Island a young
man and maid were walking along the shore of that
vast expanse of water called the Atlantic. The man
was known to the world as John Timmons, and the
maid as Vivian Delmar. They had known each
other for some time, but had never realized that
they could enjoy each other’s company as much as

they were.

Perhaps it was the “atmosphere”, per-

haps not; but nevertheless, they were so absorbed
in their conversation, that they did not notice the
group of matrons who had gathered on the club
house veranda and were busily engaged in wonder-

ing whether that “nice” John was to fall‘at last into
the throes of love and marry the Vivian, who it had
seemed could think of nothing but reading books on
flowers and boring everyone with her explanations
of the families to which the different species belonged.
“Tt’s funny”, one of them ventured, but didn’t go
on to tell what it was that was funny. Little did
she know that both of the young ones were having
the time of their life listening to what the other
thought of these plants, which most of us only value
because of their coloring or odors. John had been
literally dragged to the dance that night by one of
his old college chums and had expected to be bored.
However, seeing and speaking to Vivian recalled to
his mind the promise he had once made to write; a
promise that he had never kept, and in trying to excuse himself he had made what would ordinarily
have: been a “faux pas” and told her that he had
found his course too absorbing to write. She, instead of being displeased at this bit of information,
had laughingly admitted that she too had been too
absorbed in her course to have noticed the promise
was broken. Now tell a man that his absence was
not noticed and you make him curious, and without

realizing it, or being embarrassed by the open and
frank explanations of the unwritten letters, John
asked what sort of a course she had taken and in
what she had majored. John had taken Chemical
Engineering and was at present engaged in research
work in a “dye” concern, and when he heard that

her major had been botany, he was at once eager to

hear more about her studies in this field, because
he had just lately turned towards plant life to find
the new dye that his boss was so anxious to have.
And this brings us back to the seashore where we
find them still talking about flowers. The time
seemed to pass altogether too quickly with the result that he obtained the permission to call sometime to discuss flowers more fully.
All the way home his friend kidded him about
walking in the moonlight with a girl until he finally became self-conscious and secretly promised himself never to do something so rash again. The next
day at his desk in the “lab”, he found himself wondering whether this girl did not perhaps hold the
secret he was searching for, and as might have been
expected, the next day he phoned her and was relieved when no questions having been asked, she
consented to be at home that evening.
The evening was a success in his opinion when he
returned with a possible clue. He could hardly
await the morning when he would be able to put
his thoughts into reality with the aid of test tubes
and the other paraphernalia that the chemist uses
in his work. Success seemed so close that night;
but the next morning it was indeed far away. He
was not daunted, but kept on trying. He soon came
to the realization that he did not have enough information. ‘This he told himself necessitated another call on his fair unknowing instructress.
When he arrived home that evening he found an
invitation to a dance at the country club from none
other than Vivian. ‘This he told himself was a
chance to find out more about his quest, and sat
down immediately to write his acceptance. He
wondered what she would think when she discovered that he could not dance very well. However,
he told himself that the end justifies the means, and
then proceeded to put the thought out of his mind
and waited for the dance to come.
The day of the dance came and was stifling with
an intense heat. John was the only one in the “lab”
who did not complain because he was already convinced that with such a heat, it would be a most
natural thing to sit out the dances and talk, and that
was just the thing for which he was looking. As
the afternoon wore on, he began to feel some misgivings about the coming evening. He decided that
perhaps he had better tell her all about his idea in

calling on her, and that his motive was selfish. His
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purpose was truly sincere but when he called he
forgot all about his explanation, and the dance
was on.

For the first time in his life John enjoyed himself dancing. When he went home that night he
could not remember that they had spoken a word
about plant life and for some reason, to his dismay,
he could not evoke in himself feelings of regret. In
fact, he rather felt pleased and promised himself
that the next dance would find him present. His
work, he told himself, would be taken care of if he
would get a couple of books, and begin a more
intensive study.
The next time he saw Vivian, he promised to call
the following Sunday and play some tennis. All
week he practiced at tennis to improve his game,
and when Sunday dawned, he was again in his best
form, The afternoon brought some of that sweltering heat that sometimes strikes Long Island and
makes it veritable hell. The result was that swimming was voted to take the place of tennis. The
beach was not far and within the hour, we find
John and Vivian enfolded by the sea, enjoying its
cooling effects.
“Bet I beat you to the float’, cried Vivian as she

started in its direction, with John right in back of
her. Arriving at the float, they sat at its edge and
dangling their feet in the water began to discuss
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ten, all were in favor of love between a man and a
woman. Perhaps it was due to the fact that the
present day world, due to its self-centered interests,
no longer has time to experience the thrill of knowing that there is another who would give his all to
make the other as happy as he is himself, for no
other reason than that of true friendship. Just as
suddenly as the subject had been gone into, it was
dropped, and diving took their interest for a while.
As they vied with each other in seeing who could
make the prettiest dive, a shark came in the vicinity of the float but no one noticed the dreaded animal. Just as Vivian dove the pointed fin was noticed. All stood aghast. It seemed hours before
the shark’s white belly glistened in the sunlight and
before any one had time to even register the
thought or turn away from the awful thing that
was to happen within a moment, a splash was heard,
and the shark claimed a man for his victim rather
than the woman who a few moments before had
been so close to eternity. John had thrown himself
in front of the shark offering his life that she might
live, for in that short interval of time the thought
of life without her was too much for him. No one
realized what had happened but if we think of the

words of Tennyson, maybe we may understand
what had occurred.

with the others there, the relative value of love be-

Love took up the harp of life, and

tween a man and a man, and love between a man
and a woman. It seemed that love between two
men was not given the support it should have got-

Smote the chord of self, that, trembling

Smote on all the chords with might;
Passed in music out of sight.
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The River of Life
By Clarence A. Friemering
The more we live, more brief appear
Our life’s succeeding stages;
A day to childhood seems a year,
And years like passing ages.
The gladsome current of our youth,

‘Ere passion yet disorders,
Steals lingering like a river smooth
Along its grassy borders.
But as the care-worn cheek grows wan,
And sorrow’s darts fly thicker,
Oh stars, that measure life to man,

Why seem your courses quicker?
When joys have lost their bloom and breath,
And life itself is vapid,
Why, as we reach the Falls of Death,
Feel we its tide more rapid?
It may be strange, yet who would change
Time’s course to slower speeding,
When one by one our friends have gone
And left our heart bleeding?
Heaven gives our years of fading strength,
Indemnifying fleetness
;
And those of youth, a seeming length,
Proportioned to their sweetness.
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The Foundation of a Nation—Mother
By Sidney KE. Trouard
OTHER’S DAY is past, but the subject of
M

Mother is one which needs respect no
time. It is appropriate at all times simply because of the inexpressibly tender sentiment
that it conveys.
Did you ever stop to think what a really beautiful word Mother is? It enfolds our elders within
its charm, and carries them back to their own happy childhood days when they themselves hada lov-

ing Mother to revere and cherish.

‘Time and time

again the unselfish love of Mother which directs the
child unselfishly along the straight and narrow
ways of life, has proven the very salvation of that
erring son or daughter whose poor, weak, human
nature is insufficient in itself to withstand the temptations of life. How often it is that the memory of
a dear, sweet mother has softened the heart of the
most hardened sinner, and is the incentive towards
better things! If the mere memory of a Mother’s
love can instill into the heart of man such feeling

of well being, how infinitely much more can the
love of a Mother, whom God, in His infiinte wis-

dom, has seen fit to permit to still grace this earth.
Any nation is made up of families. When the
family begins to disintegrate, so likewise does the

nation. The family is the unit. True it is that the
Father is the head of the family, but what family
can ever hope to thrive, and live happily without
the ever wise, guiding hand of Mother to help along
over the rough spots in the road! Isn’t it significant that a major portion of our really big men attribute so much of their success in life to the proper
influence of Mother in the formative period of their
youth—in the adolescent period of life when every
thing seems topsy-turvy, and sin is hardest to fight?
No one will gainsay the fact that Rome was at
one time the greatest military power in the world.
Her cohorts victoriously swept aside all opposition
in the farthest corners of the then known world.
All of the world paid her homage and tribute. But
she decayed, gradually at first, and finally crashed,
and tumbled to the dust. It was not because of

lack of wealth that the fall came.

Quite the con-

trary, for Rome was immensely wealthy.

Laxity

in family life set in. The standard of morality fell
&

to a shocking level. Womanhood was frightfully
degraded, and the name of Mother meant nothing.
A Mother was simply a creature necessary for the
procreation of the race, and a medium towards partly satisfying the baser nature of man. Is it any
wonder then that Rome fell? God forbid that a recurrence of this tragic state should be experienced
in our own great country! With what alarm must
we witness the constant increase in the number of
our divorce cases. Aside from a religious viewpoint, divorces are a positive menace. ‘They undermine the nation by breaking up the family, and by
degrading womanhood. If this evil is carried out
too far, and conditions become comparable to those
of pagan Rome, isn’t it only natural to expect a
similar fate? Every divorce is one more home
ruined, and one more home deprived of happiness.
It is one more stone loosened in the great foundation of our nation. It is the impassable barrier
which prevents the Mother from fulfilling her sacred
duties towards God and country.
Every child is a monument in the eyes of its
Mother. The criminal, about to be executed, is still
the baby to the Mother. However heinous the
crime, no matter what a feeling of dread and horror
the mere mention of this man’s name brings to the
mind of the world, the Mother still carries in her
heart the flame of love, the undying love which
knows no bounds. Consider on the other hand, the
great men of the world, the men towards whom the
whole world looks with admiration and_ praise.
These men are monuments to their mothers. She
feels that she has fashioned the mold of her particular monument after her own cherished ideals. She
jealously guards against the acid of evil which tends
to eat away the beauty of her masterpiece. She is
confronted with a task, both endless and painful,
but in the face of her love and faith, evil can never.
prevail.
When we realize the importance of the Mother in
our great nation, and when we replace the spirit of
home life and family. stability, then, and only then
can we hope to expand our foundation for more extensive building, and for greater success.
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Foundation Stones of Chemistry and Physics
By Nelson FE. Phillips
AN has always been familiar with certain
changes which occur in the properties
of. the materials about him, and any
thoughtful consideration must have led him to classify such changes into those which are permanent,
like the rusting of iron, and those which are only
temporary, like the passage of water into steam
and back again into water.
Speaking generally, the changes which are permanent, are the result of some alteration in the
composition of the material and are treated under
Chemistry; while those changes which are temporary occur usually without causing any variation
in composition and are dealt with under Physics.
After observing the phenomena about his environment, man begins to learn the causes or the laws of
these phenomena, and then by the application of
these laws to increase the happiness of himself and
others.
Man experiments and as he does so he observes
the changes or the absence of changes, under certain regulations that he makes. ‘The result of these
experiments and his experiences he sets down as
laws.
A law is the statement of the sequence of operations of an order or relation of phenomena invariable under the given conditions.
Experimentation reduces the probabilities of a
law for as we continue to investigate certain phenomena the possibility of untruth disappears.
But
all laws are not based purely on the experimental
data obtained by observations and calculations, intuition plays a large role in the formation of laws.
Any person knows that he cannot hang his coat or
hat in mid-air and expect them to stay there; this he
does not learn from experimentation but intuitively
he reasons, the coat is heavier than air and will
therefore fall to the ground.
Is it only the fact that the coat is heavier than
the air? There is also that phenomena of gravitation, isn’t it the pull of gravity that attracts the coat
to the ground. To an observer on the sun, however, it might appear hat the coat has assumed a
velocity, less than it previously had, and that the

earth is overtaking the coat with its greater velocity.
Some of these general laws which have been laid
down by well known scientists appear to be absolutely exact. I might state here the law of the Conservation of Matter, first enunciated by Lavosier,
which simply states, that matter never is created or
destroyed in any chemical or other process.

For centuries men had studied the transformations of matter without arriving at any exact knowledge, largely due to their not recognizing the participation of gaseous substances, especially air, inmany reactions so, they believed that when a majestic oak grew from a tiny acorn and could afterwards
be burnt to comparatively small quantities of ash,
it appeared that matter had been created and destroyed respectively.
We now know that broadly speaking all except
the ash is derived from the atmosphere and disappears into it again when the oak is burnt. This
is an example of an exact law of nature.

The law of the Conservation of Energy, states
that energy never is created or destroyed, no matter how it may be transformed.
Energy is the ability to affect a change; invariably when there is a change work has been done,
and one system of bodies loses energy and another
gains energy.
Among the most important physical laws referring to gases and used extensively in chemistry is
3oyle’s law, which was first stated by Robert Boyle
in 1660, who first made the assertion that from experimental methods alone can we look for progress
in all useful knowledge. The law is as follows:
The volume of a given quantity of gas varies inversely as the pressure upon it, provided of course
the temperature remains constant.
Here we have an example of a law which is not
as exact as it might appear, for it has been shown
by refined experiments and various methods that
real deviations of these laws from the facts observed have been discovered.
.
It is also stated that p. v. is a constant, but that
would lead us to believe we could arrive at nothing from something, for if we took a given volume
of gas and subjected it to pressure, the volume
would be reduced to nothing as the pressure increased, but on the contrary there is always an infinitesimal quantity remaining, and an absolute zero
can never be obtained.
Avogadro conceived the existence of two kinds
of ultimate particles: Molecules which are the ultimate particles of the gas, Atoms of which the
molecule is composed. In 1811 he suggested the
hypothesis that, equal volumes of, different gases
contain equal numbers of molecules, provided the
temperature and pressure respectively of the gas
are the same in each case.
The extraordinary similarity in the physical prop-

erties of different gases is another strong argument
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in favor of Avogadro’s hypothesis. ‘The densities of
all known gases become identical with their molecular weights. It is therefore this fact of agreement between molecular weights and vapor densities that constitutes the experimental basis for the
law of Avogadro.
3ut this law is another which isn’t absolutely exact, for this agreement is least perfect in the cases
of those gases which show the largest departures
from Boyle’s law. For actual gases this law is
therefore only a close approximation.
By a hypothesis-is meant any assumption without proof; it refers to the causes or relations of
phenomena, while a theory is a verified hypothesis
applicable to many related phenomena, it is the
praiseworthy belief that is given to explain vari-

ous observed facts.
The people of the fifteen century had the impression that the earth was flat. It never occurred to
them that it could be shaped any other way. There
were limits to the seas in their estimations, and if
these limits were passed, you were plunged into a
chasm. For hadn’t their ships started on a water
route to India westerly and never returned, didn’t
it mean certain death to those that tried?
Columbus then came along with an idea that the
world could possibly be round and every one
laughed at his plans. What seemed sane to Columbus was a “wild” idea in the estimation of the scientists and people of that time, and as we now
know it has proved ‘to be a fact, contrary to all beliefs of that time. It is now an absolute theory and
no one denies it.
It was Dalton who first enunciated during the
nineteenth century the all-important Atomic Theory, which he arrived at and built up from the three
laws of Chemical Combination and the limited divisibility of matter.
It is stated that, the proportions by weight which
the elements enter into a given compound are albsolutely invariable. This is known as the law of
constant proportions.
The strongest argument for the atomic hypothesis
is: The study of many different compounds leads
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often to precisely the same number as the combining equivalent of a given element with reference
to hydrogen.
;
Dalton found that marsh gas yielded the elements
carbon and hydrogen in the ratio of 3 carbon to 1
hydrogen. Further study of other compounds. revealed the fact that when ever elements have the
power of combining in different proportions, these
proportions always bear simple ratios to one another. This is known as the law of Multiple Proportions.
Then the principle of substitution entered into
consideration, in which elements of given compounds were gradually substituted by successive
interactions.
This shows in a way how, aided only by the laws
of combination, chemists, like Dalton, set about devising tables of atomic weights and molecular constitutions. ‘These of course were only provisional
and go to prove that theories can be. contradicted. While they may be overthrown they continue to be modified or amplified with time and at
the end we come to some definite law.
From the foregoing statements, any individual
not acquainted with the laws of the sciences as
Physics or Chemistry might, at first thought, immediately come to the conclusion that, science is a
conglomeration of facts.
There are individuals today that must wait until
something that they can see is turned out before
they begin to be interested. The Germans use
sense in this phase of the problem of keeping up
with progress. They put scientists on their committees and boards, instead of the leading banker or

any Tom, Dick or Harry.
American business is not backward in anything
except its lack of appreciation and acknowledgment
of the importance of scientific training. ‘Time, curiosity, and love of knowledge all enter into the
make-up of a scientist.
And in the end laws which have been accepted
by scientists for years are found to be inexact, that
at best they are only valid insofar as they express
the probable or usual.
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Reading
3y John Buyer
The old saw runs that hand is quicker than the eye
But, O my hand, so slow art thou that fitful sigh
Of wind must needs outspeed the mighty gale
Before your record will do more than fail
In face of all the lore that sight has hoarded up
for me.
Thy characters meaningless and faint
Are but the drippings of that artist’s paint
Whose great imagined canvas is fresh and faded
In the self-same moment.

So orchid-like are my best thoughts
That they can last no longer than the flower itself
When submitted to the dread compress of selfexistence.
What avails the ox to try outstrip the wing’d horse?
So what avails the hand to try record
That sweeping rush of theught, or dainty tread of
fairyed fancy,
Which, enveloped by the many colored cloak of
empery
Roams supreme through reaches of the mind that

know no limts?
Ah, poor, poor hand, O human hand,
If but the will could make you place on parchment
All the thoughts sublime that men have had
throughout the ages
What a heavenly volume the student could peruse!
But did he read the morbid thoughts and vicious
passions,
Such sin were his that he could strip the very devil
of his trappings.
And were the sorrows all recorded, his heart would
tear asunder in his bosom,

And gasping breath would strangle in his aching
throat.
Setter have the race live on as always
Than to have the heaven or hell upon the earth
That would be theirs, depending on their choice.

Better have each man work for himself his own
salvation
Than to raise him to undreamed heights or cast
him into damnation

By merely passive reading.
3etter have each man discover for himself
The fruits of contemplation and the simple joys
unceasing,
For then he merits, not through others, but through
his own determined will,

And by its exercise he wins his way to heaven.
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3y Gerald A. Herbison
HE one thing that experience teaches us is
that character paves the way to success in
a far greater measure than fortune and intellect. On the whole we may accept this as the
law in general and though there are examples to
prove the contrary we will consider them as exceptions and maintain that as society advances so also
does our theory.
The four powers that when spread over society
succeed in causing the general comfort are: honesty, industry, temperance, and the ability to save.
When a country has these powers woven into her
people then that country is rich and fearless and
independent. It is quite true that chance and circumstance play a role. The climatic condition or
an excellent commercial situation are apt to make a
country prosperous. Fraud may be practiced by a
single individual or by an entire body and thus
there will be an ill-gotten prosperity. Primarily,
though, success results where the powers are respected. The old Romans built up a strong empire
on the powers and when those powers were undermined the empire weakened and fell into decadence.
Such is the story of the rise and fall of other nations.
There is no other influence in the life of man that
will bring him as much comfort and respect as character. All men recognize character and admire it.
There may be other virtues worthy of respect and
admiration, but nevertheless, there are very few instances in which a character giving impulse to confidence is not the foremost factor in success.
The highly intellectual are usually those who are
fired with ambition. They are the genii and are

very rare.

‘There are others who supplement these

highly intellectual individuals with a spirit of perseverance and a bull-dog tenacity. The latter have
a great deal of courage. When they are called on
to make a decision they can be depended upon to
function. They have strong wills and are ever alert
to grasp the opportunities. Such men possess true
character.
There are true characters who possess strong wills
and there are other true characters who possess that
suave quality of tact. Each of these two characteristics are invaluable assets which in the great majority of individuals are incompatible; one quality
or the other is present, but rarely both. We do
not find the complacency and serenity of spirit in
a man who is fired with enthusiasm. Such men are
blessed with a great will. They may not always
be prudent in the eyes of others, but nevertheless,

they are men of indomitable will * * * and men of
character. Contrasted with such dynamic individuals are those who use tact as their strong characteristic. Tact is equally as effective a characteristic as strong will. It operates in a more tranquil
manner. Sound judgment is usually at the root of
all movements requiring tact.
For the welfare of society we need men of each
type. Both are absolutely essential. While we say
that these contrasting traits of character are incompatible we do not say that they are absolutely so,
for there are many men in the world today that are
blessed with the unity and harmony of the powerful
combination. This combination cannot but result
in a successful life. These men steadily forge ahead
admitting certain things, compromising and declining others. At all events they are at all times masters of the situation.
For a more homely and pleasant example of the
incompatibility of qualities we shall use goodnature. Where good nature is the dominant characteristic it is usually accompanied by a want of
firmness, energy and judgment. But when this is
not the case, and there is a linking up of the qualities, then we have again struck the happy medium
which makes for unwarranted success.
In our own little community it is quite interesting to note how the chord of popularity is struck.
This is equally as true with regard to the professors
as the student body. There are those who judge
their neighbors only by their misdeeds forgetting

to note the good.

These particular individuals are

put down as crabs and cranks. Those who judge
harshly are by a trick of trait harshly judged.
Those who gain popularity are the more optimistical who see the good that a man has done or the
good that a man can do, and judge rather by the
merits of the individual than by his misdeeds.
How much more we admire such individuals. We
are bound. to be drawn to them even though they
are less intellectual than those who are parading
their abilities before us. Our nature rebels against
a person who is obtrusive, one who is in quest of
popularity. We have a kinder attitude towards
those who live the quiet tenor of-their ways, without interfering with our business, leaving us to ourselves.

Sometimes we mistake enthusiasm, patriotism,
and the advocation of good as the primary reasons
for the seeking of popularity. It therefore behooves
us to know the man and take him for what he says

ne
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and not for what he apparently means.

‘Time and

again we are confronted by individuals who hurl
scathing invectives and merciless ridicule upon their
less fortunate friends or enemies alike, in the sincere hope of overcoming or remedying a seeming
evil. ‘Their fire is being extinguished, their emotions squelched, and their reputation is being thoroughly ruined. Such individuals are to be pitied
for they have traits which if held in restraint could
be developed into the quality of tact. But tact
comes not alone from saying the right thing at the
right time; it is also the ability to harness the
mouth. In other words to be quiet and unmoved

at times, in which case, “actions speak louder than
words”. ‘To pass quietly over the sore spot will
have greater effect than by calling one’s attention
to it.
While tact is more predominant 1n women than
in men, there is no good reason why a man should
not learn to develop it. It is not the highest quality that a man can possess, but it follows closely.
It blends in with all the other qualities of a man.
It makes him simple and unobtrusive, it makes him
ever alert, it makes him kind and just. It is the
sensible virtue which makes man respond to his
various dispositions.
Real genuine tact corresponds to good manners.
The man who travels with society is not aware of
the rule of etiquette that he is unconsciously observing. These rules become second nature to him
and he follows them instinctively. In the same way
we refer-to tact. It is not a display or a clever
manouver, or a pseudo sincerity. It is a part of
man who has not all the qualities of intellect but
who is blessed with what is in many instances a
finer quality.
We are about to graduate, having been placed in
circumstances which have almost compelled us to
learn the nature and disposition of our fellow man.
If some have failed to observe either by lack of
ability or indolence then a great part of-their educational training has been neglected, but there is
still time to learn. We should ever be on the alert
to cultivate the spirit of tact.
Perhaps some wonder just why tact is being dis-

cussed so vigorously. No attempt is being made to
illustrate a thing which college men after four years
of learning, under conscientious professors should
be known in a reasonable degree. ‘The intellectual
side of our lives has undergone a rapid process of
development during the past four years. We are
now called on to make use of what we have learned
in our college days. We have a certain wealth of
education which is to be liquidated during the remainder of our lives and how that is to be done is
the purpose of this writing.
‘Tact is what we must use in the dispensing of
our knowledge. We are to be considerate of others,
to remember that not all have had the opportunities
we have received in our four years of training. If.
we rush into the world flaunting and advertising
ourselves we will immediately become decidedly
unpopular. While time is money we can afford to
wait until the opportunity comes, then we can use
that rare good judgment which is such a foreign
element in the world at the present time.
There are few. of us who have the indomitable
will which was referred to in an opening paragraph,
but there are many of us who have tact which is
equally as valuable a characteristic. While the
twofold combination is rare, it can be acqiured with
perseverance. It is not really necessary since tact
can stand on character alone.
The virtue cannot be over emphasized since it is
going to play such an important part in our lives.

The editorial columns of this publication have time
and again contributed links to the chain of character. Our religion alone is a sufficient teacher of
character, but we are somewhat prone to look upon
it in that light. Therefore, it must be dressed in
more attractive clothing.

To use tact is but to observe the golden rule,
the significance of which is not known to a great

many people of today.

‘To contribute our bit to

the world in which we live we need only do what
we would have others do unto us, we need only to
remember that honesty, industry, temperance, and
the ability to save, will make us part and parcel of
a comfortable community and a prosperous country:
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Senior Number

‘The June number of the Exponent

Magazine is dedicated as a lasting monument to the class of ’28 to remain in the
annals of the University of Dayton for all posterity.
In all the years to come, others will be able to view
with pleasurable pride the literary achievements of
the graduating class of ’28.
This last number of the scholastic year, which
has been composed entirely by the Senior Class,
imparts sincerely and impartially to the multitude
outside, the spirit of the training in the fundamentals and principles with which this class has been
imbued in its stay at the University during the last
four years.
Fk. B. M.
Concentration
At one time or another we have
all experienced the satisfaction attending a task well done. We have prided ourselves
upon our achievements, and yet, as we looked back
we realized that we had enjoyed them most while
we did them. The goal is attained by concentration of all the faculties on the problem to be solved.
All other ideas are set aside and the mind is forced

to dwell on one thought.

‘Time and place are for-

gotten and the task goes on to its completion. Concentration is pure and sober thought. We have
heard that the secret of success is success, and likewise, the formula for concentration is concentration.
As Commencement Day draws near we ought to
reflect, to concentrate, on what lies before us. We
are about to leave the portals of our Alma Mater

and enter upon a new life.

Who will mother us

when we meet with the press of new circumstances?
If we have concentrated, while in college, on the
purpose of our education, and brought our reflec-

tions to a successful fruition, we need have little

fear. We can then accept our diplomas unblushingly and .place a Q. E. D. below our scholastic
records.
“In omnibus respice finem.” We have solved the
problem step by step, and did we not enjoy it most
while solving? Individually we have to realize
whether or not we have reached the end we had in
mind at the start. The successful students are not
the most talented but those who concentrated most.
He who does not learn the wonderful effects of concentration soon after leaving college will be doomed
to monotonous mediocrity. In an international comedy of some years back, a character gives the advice,
“Concentrate, mama, concentrate,’ and we think
the advice is good.
JC.
Energy

Energy will accomplish anything
that can be accomplished in this
world. Many a man without capital and friends
through the sheer force of a an indomitable energy
has pushed his way past barriers and through all
obstacles to success. An earnest resolve and unflinching determination to succeed is more likely to
bring about the desired results than any amount
of capital, any number of friends, or any sort of opportunity.

The active, energetic man keeps everlastingly at
the thing he yearns to accomplish until through
force of energy and persistence he reaches the goal
of his desires. The slothful, indolent man may have
the ability to plan well and may have many fine

ideas, but through lack of this quality of energy he
fails to apply himself, and so fails.
The lazy man who shivers and shirks at the idea
of toil has little chance in the world in competition
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with the energetic man who loves his work and is
determined to succeed. Sir Buxton is credited with
saying “The longer I live, the more deeply am |
convinced that that which makes the difference between one man and another—between the weak and
the powerful, the great and the insignificant, is
energy—an invincible determination—a purpose
once formed, and then death or victory. This quality will do anything that is to be done in the world;
and no talent, no circumstances, no opportunities
will make one a man without it.”
When a man possesses a day after day and year
after year feeling of determination and never loses
sight of the obiect of his efforts, that man is sure
to succeed.
PAB.

ple, and from this beginning make comparisons that

will start a beneficial line of thought.
With but little effort, the graduate may aid the
prospective college man and save him a waste of
time, labor and money in changing courses, which
results from an imperfect understanding of what is
to be taken, and a consequent lack of enthusiasm
and application.
So, Seniors, since you will be leaving this year
and will be in closer contact with the younger men
of your home town, devote a little of your time to
advising them. Boost your University, your course,
and your friends to them, if you have found them to
be what you expected, and in this way help to clear
up the doubts and misunderstandings in their minds
that you experienced when you were in a like position.

Lo ieG,
Advice

Advice is commonly believed to
be the product of a well developed brain and mature judgment, representing age’s
gift to youth. It is a something that should be
used with discretion since it is seldom received in
the spirit in which it is given and makes more enemies than friends.
Referring this topic to Seniors, what advice are
they able to give, since they do not possess in a
large degree either the age, the exprience or the
mental development essential to giving advice? In
other words, just what sort of advice are they qualified to give?
How many Seniors have ever bothered to inquire
into the interests of the younger men of their acquaintance, whether undergraduates in college or
upper classmen in prep school? If you have, you
were, no doubt surprised at how seriously these
boys think upon what they would like to be in life,
the studies they will pursue, and the schools they
iwll attend, and their reasons. They really are
seeking advice and information upon these subjects,
and a Senior should be able to help them. He, having passed through the various stages of a course,
is best fitted to judge and measure the benefits he
has derived from it, and what it has fitted him for
after graduation. He has lived with men who have
taken other courses of study, and hears from them
their opinions, so is he not competent to see the
demand for graduates in particular lines of. work?
In my opinion he is, and it is therefore his duty to
aid these younger men in selecting studies that will

be of benefit to them, explaining what the different courses include, their attractions and deficien-

Our Prefessors

We often speak of our school, in
fact, we are tireless in rhapsodizing about its picturesque layout, its harmoniously
grouped buildings, its spacious campus, its ideal
location. With a spirit of pride, we shout to the
world that this is our school. Yet, at times, when
our being is not bouyed by sentimentalism, when
we, in other words, think in cold-blooded terms, we
must admit that only the abstract is mentioned in
lauding our.school in this wise. ‘The most vital
factor, the soul,—the very life blood of the institution is forgotten. There is sweet consolation in
the fact that this is not intentional, but is merely
the oversight of youth. I come now upon the cen-

ter of my theme—The Brothers of Mary,—Our
Teachers.
It is fitting that we should pay our tribute to
these educators, in these pages dedicated to the
Senior Class, while we are still within the confines
of Alma Mater and under the shadow of their guiding hands.
3
The fraternal spirit of Father Chaminade, the
founder of the order of Our Teachers, has weathered the storms of time and is inculcated into the
very fibres of our Brothers. Their numerous sacrifices are inspiring. ‘Their lives are worthy of imitation. ‘They seek not the void praises of human
lips, or material gains, but labor diligently to store
up treasures that will neither rust nor can moths
consume. Their task is Catholic education and the
fruit of their labors, is our manifestation of having imbibed the principles of their teachings.

Soon we will leave their guiding influence, but

cies.
In this way he may, by presenting a fair picture

we are well prepared to meet the difficulties of the
world. Our training has been three-fold. Under

to

without

their tutelage our intellect has been developed to

He may select his old school,

meet the problems of life. Our hearts have been
touched by the brand-iron of character. Our souls

his

younger

friends,

seeming to do so.

influence

them

his own course of study, his ambitions as an exam-
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have been enriched and quickened into activity by
their teachings and example.
The Seniors of ’28, I am sure, will manifest unan-

imously their appreciation of the untiring efforts of
the Brothers, in our behalf. We are ready to go
forth now, as the Knights of old, clothed in the
armor of mentality, sheathed with the sword of
morality, and fired with the zeal of spirituality.

We have the Brothers to thank——Our Teachers.
M. M.
Brevity

Brevity counts for efficiency.
When you go to see a man on
business or pay a friendly call at his office during
business hours, be brief. When you write a letter do not fill it with unnecessary words. Come to
the point at once both in conversation and in correspondence.
Time wasters exasperate the business man, therefore don’t beat about the bush. When you have
anything to say, say it, and when you are through,
stop.

We all know people who do not know how to use

the telephone properly. Instead of briefly, clearly
and precisely stating their proposition and then
saying “goodbye” when through, the time waster
discusses two or three unnecessary details before
coming to the point and then after he gets through
stating his proposition, he keeps on talking to no
purpose.
Learning to talk well in a clear, concise, grammatical conversation means greater efficiency.
Many people owe their advancement in life to their
ability to talk well. And to learn to talk well, read
good books—and remember what you read. A man
who reads only good literature will unconsciously
acquire the ability to converse well.
Reading good books and associating with educated people will increase ones vocabulary, broaden
the mind, and give many new ideas which will help
in becoming one of the more efficient men.
Many people use faulty, slipshod language simply through carelessness. It is just as easy to be
careful as to be careless. But some people do not
even try to express themselves correctly and with
force.
LAR.

American Society, C. E.
By Gerald A. Herbison
A joint luncheon meeting of the Dayton Section
and University of Daytn Student Chapter of the
American Society of Civil Engineers was held at
the Engineers’ Club on Monday, May 14, 1928.
The purpose of the meeting was to announce the
winners of a contest sponsored by the Dayton Section. Every senior of the civil engineering department was eligible to enter the contest by writing
a paper on some engineering topic.
There were two winners and two alternates announced. ‘The alternates are to receive the rewards
if the winners do not signify their intention of becoming members of the American Society of Civil

Society C. E. before two months after graduation.
So, in reality, the winners are assessed nothing for
their first year of membership in the American

Society C. FE.
Before announcing the winners, the chairman of
the committee of awards spoke very highly of the
papers submitted. So well written were they, that
it was hard to pick a winner. It was only after
much compromising that the winners were chosen.
He also expressed the regret that every member of
the Dayton Section could not have the opportunity to read the various papers.
The first winner was Mr. Joseph Donisi, and the

Engineers before two months has elapsed after

title of his paper was, “The Holland Tunnels”. Mr.

graduation. ‘The nature of the prize amounts to
the first year’s dues. Being a member of the University of Dayton Student Chapter of the American

Joseph Walter, writing on “St. Louis Waterway”,
was adjudged second winner. ‘The two alternates
chosen were Mr. John Carroll, and Mr. Lee Scheid.

Society C. E., the winner’s entrance fee is free if
he signifies his intention of joining the American

Mr. Carroll’s topic was, “Engineering as a Profession”, while Mr. Scheid wrote on “Group Bonus”.
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Handysrams by Andy
By Andy Cunningham

Once I had money andafriend.
I loaned my money to my friend.
I asked my money of my friend.
And I lost my money and my friend.
Px.
K

*

2K

[ think that several of the butcher shops here in
town are equipped with the Ambush scale. It lies
in weight.
*
*
**
Do you remember Oliver Cook?
Yea, I used to sleep with him.

Roommates?
It is a very sad thought dear readers to think that
twenty years from now your children will be reading these same jokes.
K

K

*

X*

*

*

*

From the fact that Byron entitled his first volume
of poems—“Hours of Idleness”, I think that perhaps he wrote it in college.
XK

x

*«

*

Red Geisler has been entertaining the glee club
in its off moments singing the suspender song—‘It
all depends on You.”

*

He saw her stepping from a car
And up to her he sped.
“May I not help you to alight?”
“But I do not smoke”, she said.
—Ex.
*

*

*

“Ed is smoking Robinson Crusoe cigarettes now.”
“What kind is that?”
“Castaways.”
*

—Ex.

ok

We nominate as the worlds greatest pest the fellow that started this chain store nonsense.
2

No. classmates!

*

*

*

Just found out how to keep a Scotchman from
getting seasick. Put a quarter in his mouth and
then tie his hands behind his back.

*

*

*

Kemer says that he wishes he were a river. ‘Then
he could take his course without leaving his bed.

According to the city newspapers you would
gather the impression that the average college man
has a cork face being that it is always at the small
end of the bottle.
*

*K

*K

*

*

*

A Slight Saving
“We will now sing the familiar hymn “Old Hundred”, announced the pastor to his Scotch congre-

‘gation. They then arose and sang the “Ninety and
I.saw a headline from the Los Angeles ‘l‘imes
that said “Boy Dancing Charleston Drowns Five.”
That must have been some perspiration all right.
*

2K

*

Nine”.
*

*

*

*

*

“Cutting class today?”
“Yea, illegal holiday!”

Stuttering at the Otterbein Meet
“Is this the first lap of the race?”
“No, it is the sec-sec-thir-thir-thir-fo-fo-fo-oh
hell, the race is over.
*

*

x

I’m a Windy girl.
Yea, windy we eat?

—Swiped.

*

Jimmie Cline says he voted for Hoover in the
presidential straw vote because he thought that he
would make a clean sweep if he were nominated.
os
First Pig:

X

*

“I never sausage heat!”

Second Pig: “Yes, I’m nearly bacon!”
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Imagination
By William J. Hoefler
When flesh is chained by duty’s ties,
The soul for foreign conquest cries,
To float in realm of vanished reign,
Of sea, of plain, to dream | deign.
Each misty, mystic, shadowed night
The concrete slowly fades from sight;
The visions dim of eras past repeat,
The rise of empires, the battle’s heat.
The Greeks and Persians on Marathon’s plain,
Darius is beaten, Phillipides slain,
Miltiades’ genius victory won,

The Asian has lost the Aegean sun.
I sailed to Greenland with Eric the Red,
‘To Labrador too, Leif Ericson led,

The conquest of Britain with Hengist of old,
The tales of Atlantis dimly unfold.
I ravage the Main with Hawkins and Drake,
I hunt in the jungle the tiger of Blake,
I hear on the wind the Thunderer’s cry,
Napoleon’s: wars, Lord Nelson most high.
When flesh is chained by duty’s ties,
The soul for foreign conquests cries,

To float in realm of vanished reign,
Oi sea, of plain, to dream I| deign.
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Joe Spatz
BAKERY

Eat Laurel Crackers and Cakes
There is a LAUREL cracker and cake for
every occasion. ‘They are wholesome, appetising and delicious.

THE DAYTON BISCUIT COMPANY

EAGLE AND MADRIVER
STREETS

DAYTON, OHIO
The Taste Tells the Tale

Edgemont Crackers are Different
Telephone Garefild 4899

Baked from fresh milled wheat.

TRY THEM
Sold by Better Class Individual Grocers,
25 cents one pound package.
Ask the U. of D. Boys,

THE GREEN é GREEN CO.

They know!

DAYTON, OHIO
>

GITMAN BROS.
FRUITS

AND

The Joe.
0,Frank Go.

PRODUCE

Quality Store—29 S. Jefferson St.

Phone Garfield 1747
27-29-31-33 South St. Clair St.

DAYTON, OHIO

PHONES

S$

East 2819 and 589—Plant, Xenia Pike.

+

Young’s

Tickle Your Palate with

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

REICHERT'S

Work Called for and Delivered
Let us knock the spots out of your clothes
Gar. 1523

WHOLESALE
BAKERY

1231 South Brown Street

>

cL g@sr-tite Eggs
SHELL

KEPT.
RITE

Quality line of

‘Baked Goods

FOR DISCRIMINATING HOUSEWIVES
who desire New-Laid Quality during the season of the year
when fresh eggs are difficult to procure.
MOSS ROSE

ELGIN NUT

At your favorite grocer
<>

or delicatessen

Dayton Hardware Supply Store

RESERVED FOR

Awanda Studio

Charles L. Wollenhaupt, Prop.

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE
CUTLERY, TOOLS, SEEDS, LAWN FENCING,
ROOFING
ANDBUILDINGPAPER

of Popular Music

435 East Fifth Street

Phone Garfield 1653

GIFFORD’S

Lawrence F, Wellmeier

PASTEURIZED

PAINTER
and
DECORATOR

WEET CLOVER

Garfield 818-W

CREAMERY BUTTER

329 GUNCKEL AVENUE

CHARLES F. DICKMAN

FINCH
JERSEY
FARMS

Contractor and Builder
Residence 529 Hickory Street
Repairs Attended to Promptly.

Phone Garfield 3227

+

SOUTH PARK SHOE REPAIR SHOP
Next to Sigma Theatre

Jobbing and All Kinds of Furnace Work a
Specialty. Roofiing, Spouting and

Pure Jersey

Milk

Sheet Metal Work

926 SOUTH BROWN

JOS. J. SCHAD

U. D. Boys! We solicit your shoe repair work. We also do expert
shoe shining.

Hardware, Paints, Oil and Glass

Right on Your Way Down Town

Cutlery and Seeds

SPECIAL RATES
$1.00 FOR HALF SOLES
40c FOR RUBBER HEELS

Garfield 2463

A. JACOBSON, Proprietor

Westbrock
Funeral Home
1712 South Wayne Ave.
PHONES
Gar. 1072

East 2075

Tel. Lincoln 2367-M
DAYTON, OHIO

848-850 S. Brown St.

Dayton, Ohio

Buckeye
Barbers Supply Co.
Is the place to buy
Hair Tonie, Toilet

Razors, Strops,
Waters, Perfumes,

Pocket Knives, Shears, Hair Brushes,
Combs, Ete.
CLARENCE S. WIGGIM

No. 214 East Third Stree
“Ambulance Service by Appointment”

Opp. Publie Library

MUTH BROS.

117 LaBelle St.

We Move Anything

Albert Pretzinger
Edw. P. Musselman

Like the U. of D. Football Team
Our Fried Cakes and Pastries outclass all others

EAT AND ENJOY

ARCHITECTS

Grandma’s Fried Cakes
We serve the University of Dayton

1125-28, 1138-39 Reibold Building
DAYTON, OHIO

A. C. Giambrone
WHOLESALE
FRUITS
Bell Phone East 2472

Let us serve YOU through your Grocer

YES—There is a big difference in MEATS

INSIST ON THE QUALITY PRODUCTS

THE WM. FOCKE’S SONS CO,
BEST BY TEST

112 COMMERCIAL STREET

Printing Company

Kettle Rendered Lard, Beef
Veal and Hotel Cuts, High
Grade Sausages, Mild-Cured
Hams and Bacon.

For Better

WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE

The Beringer

PRINTING
124 East Third Street
Fourth Floor

BOTH PHONES

1004-1006 E. Fifth St.
BRANCH

East Springfield Street
PackinG Housg
v

Garfield 501
Garfield 4668

Dayton’s Fireplace Shop

H. M. GITZINGER
MANTEL & TILE CO.

RED WING
ICF CREAM
PREFERRED FOR ITS QUALITY

607 Wayne Ave.

Harry Schmitz

Louis Rausch

Served Exclusively at the University of Dayton
Cafeteria.

EAST 1303

The Sfp Baten

Let our experts prepare something different and unique
for your parties and dinners.

The Red Wing Corporation Co.
Bread and Fancy Cakes
1211 Xenia Avenue

748 S. MAIN ST.

DAYTON. OHIO
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+22.” buys you New Suit or Coat
at the Jefferson Clothiers; best buy in town.
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24N.Jefferson St
Dayton - - - Ohio.

Athletic Pants
Gym Shirts, White Trousers
—for College Men

Come in and be convinced and save $10.00.

Jefferson Clothiers
S. E. Cor. Jefferson and Fourth Sts.

Hollencamps

SODA
In all Assorted Flavors and the Very Best

At most good stores or direct

The James E. Richards Co.

Just phone what you want and we will deliver to you

TRY OUR CEREAL BEVERAGES

This Magazine 1s

“Golden Glow”

Our Product

- AND;

“Dark Omen”
@ie

VERY

REFRESHING

J .C.Ely Printing
Company

The Hollencamp Products Co.
TELEPHONE MAIN 433
206-207-209 SOUTH JEFFERSON ST.
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
ARCHITECT

ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR

HOWARD GERMANN, ’01
Miami Savings Building

Engineer with Wabash Cement

1137 Third National Bank Bldg.

Dayton, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio

CLAIR G. BRUNN, 713
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JOSEPH B. MURPHY, ’01
Murphy, Elif, Leen & Murphy

Compliments of
JOHN C. SHEA
Harries Building
Dayton, Ohio

309 Mutual Home Bldg.
Dayton, Ohio

SAMUEL S. MARKHAM

DAVID A. KERSTING, ’05
516-520 Reibold Building
Dayton, Ohio

Attorney-at-Law
Instructor of

Torts, Evidence, Bailments and Carriers
HENRY L. BEIGEL
of

HARRY N. ROUTZOHN
Probate Judge

Nolan & Beigel
Instructor of
Bills & Notes—Suretyship and Quiz Master
GUY H. WELLS
Attorney-at-Law

Instructor of
Wills and Administration

HORACE BOESCH,’14
505 Reibold Building
Dayton, Ohio

Miami Savings Bldg., Dayton, Ohio
Instructor of

Personal Property and Sales
ete
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ENGINEERS

HARRY F. FINKE, ’02
Finke Engineering Company
Dayton, Ohio

EARL A. SMITH, ’07
Civil Engineer—Contractor
702 Commercial Building
Dayton, Ohio

OPTOMETRIST

JOURNALIST

Phone Garfield 6363

Residence 502 Lexington Ave.

S. M. ZAPOLEON, O. D.
Optometrist
Glasses Adapted to the Eyes by Modern Methods
Difficult Cases Solicited
Dayton, Ohio
4 Third St. Arcade

HARRY KENNEDY, ’16
Sport Editor
Dayton Journal and Herald

Dayton, Ohio

DENTISTS

DR. LEON DEGER, ’10

Fidelity Building
Dayton, Ohio

DR. FRANCIS GAYNOR, ’15
Brown and Warren Sts.
Dayton, Ohio
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A Bigger and Better Service

LAW-BOOK SELLERS

Through our recent amalgamation with the Pick Barth Company
we are in an ideal position to serve you with

Law Students’ Supplies
Outlines for Reviews

Van 6guipmentfor the

Questions and Answers

jena eceTue

524 MAIN STREET

by reason of this consolidation we will build a new and larger plant devoted entirely to the manufacture of Kitchen Equipment of

Quizzers

CINCINNATI,

-

~
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The W. H, Anderson Co,

i

OHIO

“That Enduring Quality”

The Reynolds & Reynolds Co,

WE ARE PREPARED TO FURNISH YOU WITH
EQUIPMENT, FURNISHINGS AND SUPPLIES

Manufacturers

Our engineering service will be helpful to you when you
are contemplating a new installation or a re-arrangement
of your present kitchen

TABLETS, COMPOSITION AND
STENOGRAPHERS'
NOTE BOOKS

FheJohnVan Range
©

PADS and SCHOOL PAPERS
OF ALL KINDS

ENT FOR THE PREPARATION AND SERVING CF FOOD
Cincinnati

FIFTH STREET at BROADWAY

DayTon, OHIO

“THE LUCKY DOG KIND” OF
| Sporting Goods

Joseph Kroger
Soap Co.
DISINFECTANTS
Sanitary Specialties—Janitors Supplies

Pleases the Athletes at the University
of Dayton.
No better Goods Made.

123 E. Second Street

The Draper-Maynard Co.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

PLYMOUTH, N. H.

Special attention to Institutions and
Schools

Send for Catalog
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The Right Kind of

When in need of new

:
Friends

P

or

-

repairs are necessary on the

st

old glasses, visit

LMPinceCe

HE right kind

:

# not always the

°

friends you like, nor

117 South Ludlow

= those that flatter
* you.
The best
= | friends
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OPTICIANS

are those

i that are loyal, dependable and honest.

It is the constant aim of this

CHURCH

institution to make all of its employees worthy and desirable friends
to its patrons.

KURNISHINGS

:
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Benzinger Brothers

Miami Savings &Joan (.

429 Main Street

25 South Main‘Street - Dayton, Ohio.
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CINCINNATI, OHIO
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